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Abstract—As technology scales, radiation induced soft errors create
more complex error patterns in memories with a single particle cor-
rupting several bits. This poses a challenge to the Error Correction
Codes (ECCs) traditionally used to protect memories that can correct
only single bit errors. During the last decade, a number of codes have
been developed to correct the emerging error patterns, focusing initially
on double adjacent errors and later on three bit bursts errors. How-
ever, as the memory cells get smaller and smaller, the error patterns
created by radiation will continue to change and thus new codes will
be needed. In addition, the memory layout and the technology used
may also make some patterns more likely than others. For example,
in some memories, there maybe elements that separate blocks of bits
in a word, making errors that affect two blocks less likely. Finally, for
a given memory, depending on the data stored, some error patterns
may be more critical than others. For example, if numbers are stored in
the memory, in most cases, errors on the more significant bits have a
larger impact. Therefore, for a given memory and application, to achieve
optimal protection, we would like to have a code that corrects a given
set of patterns. This is not possible today as there is a limited number
of code choices available in terms of correctable error patterns and
word lengths. However, most of the codes used to protect memories
are linear block codes that have a regular structure and which design
can be automated. In this paper, we propose the automation of error
correction code design for memory protection. To that end, we introduce
a software tool that given a word length and the error patterns that need
to be corrected, produces a linear block code described by its parity
check matrix and also the bit placement. The benefits of this automated
design approach are illustrated with several case studies. Finally, the
tool is made available so that designers can easily produce custom error
correction codes for their specific needs.

Index Terms—Error Correction Codes, Memories, Soft Errors.

1 INTRODUCTION

The wide spread use of electronic circuits, in some cases
in critical applications, puts stringent requirements on their
reliability. Achieving those can be challenging as electronic
devices can suffer a number of failures and errors [1]. For ex-
ample, defects occur during the manufacturing process that
can result in a malfunctioning device and ageing can also
lead to failures for devices operating in the field. Another
concern are radiation induced soft errors that change the
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value of a circuit node and can lead to data corruption [2].
Soft errors are a major concern for memory reliability. To
avoid data corruption, memories are commonly protected
with Error Correction Codes (ECCs) [3]. Traditionally, the
codes used have been able to correct single errors [4] and in
some cases also detect double errors [5] as most soft errors
affected only a single bit. However, as technology scaled, the
probability that a soft error affected more than one bit grew
significantly [6] making single error correction insufficient.
The bit errors created by a soft error, affect memory cells
that are in the area affected by the radiation effect and thus
nearby [7]. Therefore, to correct those errors, one option is to
use an interleaving of the bits of a word across distant cells
so that a soft error corrupts at most one bit per word and
thus single error correction is sufficient. Another option is
to develop error correction codes that can correct the error
patterns created by the soft errors [8]. The error patterns
have kept evolving over the last decade [9]. For example,
the introduction of FinFET based memories has initially
reduced both the soft error rate and the error multiplicity
[10]. However, it seems that scaling of FinFETs will not
provide further reductions [11]. The error patterns observed
in a memory are highly dependent on a number of factors
such as the technology used to implement it, the layout
and cell structure, the biasing of the memory [11] and the
radiation it is exposed to. This has led to the development
of a large number of codes that can correct specific patterns.
For example, Single Error Correction Double Adjacent Error
Detection (SEC-DAEC) [8], [12]; 3-bit bursts [13], [14], [15] or
more general patterns [16], [17]. Even for a given memory
and radiation environment, depending on the application,
we may want to correct different error patterns. For ex-
ample, if the memory is used to store compressed images,
errors on some bits may have a much larger impact than on
others so that protection should be better for them [18]. In
summary, for each memory/application, a designer would
have to carefully understand the protection that would be
best and then search on the literature if such a code has
already been designed for the required word length.

In this scenario and given that error patterns will most
likely continue to evolve, it makes sense rather than pre-
senting new codes for each new set of patterns and word
lengths, to present and make available as open source an
automatic tool to design the codes. This is indeed possible
for linear block codes that use syndrome decoding. The
inputs to the tool would be the data word length and the
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Fig.1.Systematicstructure

errorpatterns.Thetoolcanthenconstructaparitycheck
matrixsuchthatallthesyndromesthatcorrespondtothe
specifiedpatternsaredifferent(andthuscorrectable)and
outputthematrixandthecorrespondingbitplacement.
Inthispaper,anautomatictooltodesignlinearblock

codesthatcancorrectanarbitrarysetoferrorpatterns
ispresented.Thetoolhasbeen madeavailableasopen
source1sothatitcanbeusedbydesigners.Thepaper
startswithsomepreliminariesonlinearblockcodesand
syndromedecodingtoprovidethebackgroundneeded.
Thenthetoolispresenteddescribingitbothasablackbox
lookingonlyattheinputsandoutputsandalsodiscussing
theimplementationandsearchalgorithmsused.
Toillustratetheproposedapproach,twocasestudiesare

consideredonwhichthereisaneedtodesignspecificcodes.
Thefirstcasestudyconsidersthedesignof3-bitburstcodes
thatdonotneedtodetectorcorrecterrorsontheparity
bits.ThisoccurswhentheECCisusedasahashfunction
todeterminethepositiononwhichtostoreavalue[19].
Thedesignofoptimizedcodesforthisapplicationenables
areductioninthenumberofparitycheckbitsneeded
clearlyshowingthebenefitsoftailoringtheECCtothe
specificrequirements.Thesecondcasestudyconsidersthe
protectionofamemoryagainstdoubleadjacenterrorsonly
ontheupperbits.Inthiscase,codesthatcancorrectsingle
biterrorsonallthebitsanddoubleadjacenterrorsinthe
upperbitswhiledetectingdoubleadjacentbiterrorsonthe
remainingbitsaredesigned.Thecodesrequireinmostcases
thesamenumberofparitycheckbitsasaSECcodeand
thusillustratehowwiththesameredundancy,additional
protectioncanbeimplementedbydesigningspecificcodes.
Theproposedtoolisabletofindcodesforeachofthecase
studiesmakingthewholeprocessmuchmoreefficientand
friendlytothedesigner.Thisshowsthepotentialbenefitsof
anautomatedandcustomizedECCdesignfortheprotection
ofmemories.Thepaperendswiththeconclusionsandsome
ideastoextendtheworkpresentedinseveraldirections.

2 LINEARBLOCKCODES

Linearblockcodesareaclassoferrorcorrectioncodesthat
operateonblocksofdata[20].Thisissuitableformemories
astheyalsooperateonblocks(words)ofdata.Alinearblock
codeisdefinedbyitsgeneratingandparitycheckmatrices
andtheyarecommonlyusedtoprotect memories[21].
Encodingandsyndromecomputationcanbeseenasmatrix
multiplicationoperationsasdescribedinthefollowing.
Foramessageblocku(kdatabits),thereare2kpossible

differentmessages.Accordingtocertainrules,themessage
ucanbetransferredintoann-dimensionvectorv,defined
asthecodewordofthemessageu.Thesetof2kcodewords

1.Thecodewillbemadeavailableasopensourcewhenthepaperis
published.

vdefinestheblockcode.Ifthereareklinearseparate
codewordsg0,g1,...,gk−1andanycodewordvcanbe
representedasthelinearcombinationofthekseparate
codewordsasshownin(1),theblockcodeisalinearblock
code.

v=u0g0+u1g1+...+uk−1gk−1 (1)

whereuiis0or1,(0≤i<k).Taketheklinearseparate
codewordsastherowvectors,matrixk×ncanbeobtained
in(2):

G=








g0
g1
...
gk 1







=








g00 g01 ··· g0,n 1
g00 g11 ··· g1,n 1
...

...
...

...
gk 1,0 gk 1,1 ··· gk 1,n 1







(2)

wheregi=(gi0,gi1,...,gin 1),0≤i<k.Ifthe messageu=
(u0,u1,...,uk 1)istheinputdatabit,thenthecorresponding
codewordvcanbeobtainedin(3):

v=u×G=(u0,u1,...,uk 1)·








g0
g1
...
gk 1








(3)

Obviously,foracode(n,k),ifak-bitinputdataisgiven,
then-dimensioncodewordvcanbegeneratedbythematrix
G,definedasthegeneratormatrixofthelinearblockcode
(n,k).IfthecodewordvhasthestructureshowninFigure
1,thelinearblockcodeisdefinedasthesystematicblock
codeanditsgeneratormatrixhasthesystematicstructure
G=[PIk]is:

G=









p00 ···p0,n−k−1 1 0 ···0
p10 ···p0,n−k−1 0 1 ···0
p20 ···p0,n−k−1 0 0 ···0
...

...
...

...
...
...
...

pk−1,0 ···p0,n−k−1 0 0 ···1








(4)

Then,basedonthestructureofmatrixG,thecodewordv=
(v0,v1,...,vn−k−1,vn−k,...,vn−1)canbeobtainedin(5):

vi=
u0p0i⊕u1p1i⊕···⊕uk 1pk 1,i

ui (n k)

i∈[0,n−k−1]
i∈[n−k,n−1]

(5)
Forasystematiccode,theparitybitcanbecalculatedbythe
xorvalueoftherelativedatabitsthataredecidedbythe
parameterpijinthematrix.Thelogicdepthoftheencoding
processisdecidedbythenumberofthecase(pij=1)ina
columnofthematrix.
Inasimilar way,forthelinearblockcode,thereis

anothermatrixcalledparity-checkmatrix(H)thatgenerates
itsdualcode.Ifvisoneofthecodewordsgeneratedby
matrixgeneratorG,visorthogonaltothetransposeofthe
parity-checkmatrixH:

v·HT=0 (6)

Thesystematicstructureoftheparity-check matrixH =
[In−kP

T]isin(7),theencodingprocessbyusingtheH
matrixalsoobeystherulesin(5).

H=









1 0 ··· 0 p00 ··· pk 1,0

0 1 ··· 0 p01 ··· pk 1,1

0 0 ··· 0 p02 ··· pk 1,2

...
...
...
...

...
...

...
0 0 ··· 1 p0,n k 1 ··· pk 1,n k 1








(7)
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Fig.2.IllustrationoftheencodinganddecodingprocessofaSEC-DAECcode

Foracode(n,k),v=(v0,v1,...,vn−1)istheencodedcode-
wordtobestoredin memory, r=(r0,r1,...,rn−1)isthe
codewordreadfromthe memoryande=(e0,e1,...,en−1)
istheerrorpatterninducedbytheradiationsofterror.The
errorpatternecanbeobtainedas:

e=r⊕v (8)

ife=0,noerroroccursinthereceivedcodeword:

r·HT =(e⊕v)·HT =v·HT =0 (9)

ife=0,thereareerrorsinthereceivedcodeword:

r·HT =(e⊕v)·HT =e·HT ⊕v·HT =e·HT (10)

Here,weintroduceavariablecalledsyndrome(s)toimple-
menttheerrordetectionandcorrectionasshownin(11).

s=r·HT =(s0,s1,...,sn−k−1) (11)

Basedonequations(7)and(11),thesyndromecanbe
calculatedas:

s0=r0+rn kp00+rn k+1p10+···+rn 1pk 1,0

s1=r1+rn kp01+rn k+1p11+···+rn 1pk 1,1

...
...

...
...

sx =rx+rn kp0,x+rn k+1p1,x+···+rn 1pk 1,x

(12)

where x= n−k−1.Thelogicdepthofthesyndrome
calculationisalsodecidedbythenumberoftheones,(pij=

1),inarowofthe matrix.Ife=0,thens=0;Ife=0,then
s=e·HT =0.Thesyndromevectorscanbeobtainedas:

s0=e0+en kp00+en k+1p10+···+en 1pk 1,0

s1=e1+en kp01+en k+1p11+···+en 1pk 1,1

...
...

...
...

sx =ex+en kp0,x+en k+1p1,x+···+en 1pk 1,x

(13)

where x= n−k−1.Thesyndromevectorsequalsto
thexorofthecorresponding matrixcolumnvectorsinthe
errorpattern.Forcorrection,ifonetypeoferrorpatterncan
becorrected,everysyndromeoftheerrorpatternshould
beunique.Throughthesyndromescomparison,theerror
patterncanbeidentifiedandcorrected.

TheencodinganddecodingofaSEC-DAEC(22,16)code
isillustratedinFig.2.Theupperpartofthefigureshows
thecomputationoftheparitybits(encoding)andthelower
partthedecodingprocessthatstarts withthesyndrome
computation.Then,thepositionoftheincorrectdatabits
canbelocatedbycomparingthesyndromevectorswiththat
belongingtothecorrectableerrorpatterns.Oncetheerroris
located,beforethedatabitsareoutput,wefliptheincorrect
databitstogetthecorrectdatabits.

Fromthisbriefdiscussionoflinearblockcodes,itcan
beseenthattheerrorpatternstobecorrectedordetected
dictatetherequirementsthattheparitycheck matrixhasto
meet.Therefore,itispossibletodefineatoolthatautomates
theprocessoffindingsuch matrix.Thisisdiscussedinthe
followingsection.
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3 AUTOMATED ECC DESIGN TOOL (AEDT)
This section describes the tool developed to automate ECC
design for memory protection. The tool is first presented as
a black box showing how it can be used to design specific
codes. Then some details on its implementation are briefly
discussed. The tool is publicly available in 2.

3.1 AEDT parameters and usage

The proposed tool takes as input the error patterns and
then formulates the conditions that the matrix needs to have
and uses a search program to find matrices that meet them.
This process is general and only limited by the flexibility of
defining the error patterns. To make the tool as general as
possible, it supports a flexible definition of the patterns to
correct or detect. This is done in an input file that specifies,
the patterns to be detected or corrected and the bits for
which each pattern applies. The input file also allows to
select the bit placement for the parity bits as that can be
used to optimize the code in some cases [15]. In more detail,
the input file contains the following information:

• Number of data bits.
• Number of parity check bits.
• Error patterns to correct.
• Bit ranges for which each error correction pattern

applies.
• Error patterns to detect.
• Bit ranges for which each error detection pattern

applies.
• Positions to place the parity bits in the word.

The parameters are summarized in Figure 3 that shows
also the parameters of the tool command line that define
the number of correctable and detectable error patterns and
the amount of time that the tool is allowed to search for the
code.

Fig. 3. Input Parameters for the proposed tool

The parameters are better described with an example.
Let us consider the design of a code with k = 16 data bits,
n − k = 6 parity check bits that implements SEC-DAEC on
data bits and SED-DAED on parity bits. The parity bits are
placed at the beginning of the word. The input file for AEDT
would be as shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the error
patterns are defined as an array with ’1’ on the positions in
error and ’0’ on the ones with no error. For example, pattern
’101’ would correspond to a double almost adjacent error. In

2. A link to github will be provided when the paper is published

this example, only single ’1’ and double adjacent ’11’ error
patterns are used. They are corrected on data bits (bits 7-22)
and detected on parity bits (1-6). From the example, it can
be seen that this format supports a flexible definition of the
error detection/correction capabilities of the ECC and will
support many specific designs as will be seen in the next
section that discusses two case studies.

Fig. 4. Input file to the tool to design a code with SEC-DAEC on data bits
and SED-DAED on parity bits

The last parameter needed to run the tool is the time
allowed to search for the code. This is given in seconds in
the command line as a parameter to the executable. The
tool will provide the best matrix found (if any) on the time
given. This enables the designer to control the execution
time. A more detailed explanation of the parameters and
instructions on how to use the tool are given in the Readme
file provided with the source code.

3.2 Search Algorithm Description

The algorithm used to design the codes solves the Boolean
satisfiability problem of finding a matrix that meets the
desired constraints and it is a generalized version of the
programs used in some of our previous works, for example
[15]. The program starts by adding columns to the matrix
and checking on each step that the partial matrix meets
the syndrome requirements. If not, columns are removed
and then other columns are added using backtracking. The
checking is done based on the input patterns selected by
the user as discussed in the previous subsection. The user
can also decide the placement of the parity bits and the
search algorithm would then force those positions to store
a parity bit. Finally, to minimize the number of ones in the
matrix and in the row with more ones, preference is given to
columns with fewer ones when trying to add new columns
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of the algorithm implemented in the AEDT

to the matrix during the construction as long as a solution
is found.

The block diagram of the algorithm is shown in Fig.5.
The parameters of the input file are read and used to
compute the error patterns that need to be corrected or
detected. For each of them, a function is run to obtain the
corresponding syndromes that need to be checked and it is
applied only for the range specified in the input parameters.
All those functions are combined in a general function
that gives for each position the syndromes that need to be
checked assuming all previous columns have been already
added to the matrix. Then, when adding a column we first
check that the checking function does not return a conflict
with any of the existing syndromes from previous columns
(Syndrome set) and if so we add the new column to the
current matrix (Base matrix) and the syndromes for the
new column to the set of syndromes already used. The use
of a generic format for the input file parameters and for
the checking functions ensure that the algorithm is flexible
enough to cover many practical cases.

To optimize the designed codes, the tool tries to min-

imize the number of ones as that reduces the circuitry
for encoding and syndrome checking. To do so, the first
candidate columns to be added to the matrix are those
with fewer ones. Only when using those does not lead to
a solution, columns with larger weight are used.

Finally, as the user can select the placement of the parity
bits, when selecting the candidate column, we first check if
it is a parity bit or a data bit and then select only among
parity columns or data columns respectively. At the end of
each iteration, the time is checked and when the tool has
run for the duration selected by the user, the program stops
regardless of whether a matrix has been found.

4 CASE STUDIES

To illustrate the usage of the proposed tool and its benefits,
two case studies are presented in this section. The first one
is the use of ECCs in hash tables as proposed in [19]. The
idea is to use ECCs as the hash functions of the tables so that
they can also provide error detection and correction. In this
application, the parity bits are the address on which the data
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is stored and are not subject to errors. Therefore, the ECCs
can be optimized as they do not need to detect or correct
errors on the parity bits. The second case study considers
additional protection for the upper bits in a memory word.
This is useful in some applications on which errors on
the most significant bits have a larger impact [18]. In this
second case study, an automated tool gives the designer the
freedom to select the number of upper bits to protect so that
the code matches the application requirements.

Fig. 6. Input to the tool for the hash code

4.1 Hash ECC
In many cases, memories are used to store hash tables
on which an given element x is mapped to one or more
positions using hash functions h(x) and stored in one of
them. One possible optimization is to use an ECC as the
hash function as discussed in [19]. In this configuration,
errors can be detected and corrected using the address as
the parity check bits. This also means that errors will not
affect the parity bits as they are not physically stored in the
memory and thus the ECC does not need to detect correct
errors on those bits. This can potentially be used to optimize
ECCs that are used as hash functions.

To illustrate the potential benefits of the proposed AEDT
tool, a 3-bit burst code is considered with word lengths of
k = 12, 16, 20, 24 to be used as a hash function. Since errors
in the parity bits cannot occur, the code can be optimized
to correct errors only on the data bits. This can reduce the
number of parity check bits as the number of syndromes
needed are significantly reduced. The number of ones in the
matrix can also be reduced and that should result in more
efficient encoding and syndrome checking. For example, for
k = 12 the input to the tool is shown in Fig.6.

The codes obtained are given in Figures 7,8,9,10. It
can be observed that some columns with weight one are

duplicated. This is possible because there are no errors on
parity bits and thus weight one columns can be used for
data columns. The main parameters of the code, namely
the number of parity check bits, the total number of ones
in the matrix and the maximum number of ones in a row
are summarized in Table 1 and compared to that of general
3-bit burst codes. It can be seen that the optimized codes
reduce the number of parity bits by one (thus lowering the
memory overhead) when k = 12, 24 and reduce the number
of ones in the matrix and in the heaviest row in most cases.
This would result in more efficient encoders and decoders
as shown in the evaluation results presented in the next
section.

Fig. 7. Hash ECC 3-bit burst code for k = 12

Fig. 8. Hash ECC 3-bit burst code for k = 16

Fig. 9. Hash ECC 3-bit burst code for k = 20

Fig. 10. Hash ECC 3-bit burst code for k = 24

4.2 Double Adjacent Error Correction on Upper Bits
There are applications like signal processing on which the
impact of an error is quite different depending on its po-
sition. In general, errors on the upper or more significant
bits tend to have a large impact while errors on the lower
bits may even be acceptable. This has motivated the design
of unequal error correction codes that provide additional
protection for the upper bits [18]. In this case, to obtain
better results, it would be ideal to be able to tailor the ECC
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Data Traditional 3-Bit Burst Code Optimized 3-Bit Burst Code

Bits Parity Syndromes Total Ones in Parity Syndromes Total Ones in
Bits Needed Ones Heaviest Row Bits Needed Ones Heaviest Row

12 7 71 35 5 6 43 25 5
16 7 87 46 8 7 59 33 5
20 7 103 57 9 7 75 44 7
24 8 123 66 10 7 91 54 8

TABLE 1: Hash ECC versus Traditional 3-Bit Burst Code Comparison.

Data SEC Code DAEC on Upper Bits

Bits Parity Syndromes Total Ones in Parity Syndromes Total Ones in
Bits Needed Ones Heaviest Row Bits Needed Ones Heaviest Row

8 4 12 22 6 5 18 23 5
12 5 17 31 7 5 23 35 7
16 5 21 43 9 5 28 49 11
24 5 29 71 15 6 40 68 12
32 6 38 87 15 6 50 95 16

TABLE 2: Comparison of SEC versus SEC with DAEC on upper bits

to the application requirements in terms of the number of
bits that need additional protection. Again, a tool that can
design this custom ECCs would be useful.

To illustrate the benefits of customizing the ECCs, a
SEC code that is extended to provide also double adjacent
error correction for some bits is used. In particular, data
word lengths of k = 8, 12, 16, 24, 32 with double adjacent
error protection on the upper 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 bits respectively
are considered as shown in Fig.11. As an example, the input
to the tool for k = 8 is shown in Fig.12.

Fig. 11. Cases considered for unequal protection of upper bits

The codes obtained are given in Figures 13 to 17 and
compared to existing SEC codes in Table 2. It can be ob-
served that the proposed codes require an additional parity
bit only when k = 8, 24 and thus in many cases no memory
overhead is needed compared to SEC codes. Instead, the
number of ones is larger in most cases which would result
in a more complex circuitry. This is the price paid for the
additional protection of the upper bits.

In this second case study, since the codes needed are
not readily available, without the ADET tool, the designer
would need to write a program to find the matrices or else
use a SEC-DAEC code that covers all bits which would
require an additional parity bit. Therefore, the benefits of
an automated tool can again be clearly seen.

5 EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the benefits of the codes generated by
the proposed tool, the encoders and decoders have been

Fig. 12. Input to the tool for the DAEC on upper bits code

Fig. 13. SEC code with DAEC on upper bits for k = 8

implemented in HDL and mapped to a TSMC 65nm library
using Synopsis Design Compiler. The alternative traditional
codes have been also implemented for comparison. The
synthesis was done with two configurations, maximum
effort on area optimization and maximum effort on delay
optimization. These settings should give an indication of
the lowest area and delay that can be achieved respectively.

The synthesis results are presented on Tables 3 and 4
for the hash 3-bit burst codes and upper bit DAEC codes
case studies. Table 3 compares the optimized 3-bit burst
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Data
Code

Parity Area Optimization Delay Optimization

Bits Bits Encoder Decoder Encoder Decoder
Area Delay Power Area Delay Power Area Delay Power Area Delay Power

12 Tradition 7 123.60 1.08 0.08 363.20 3.76 0.57 279.99 0.28 0.13 2340.39 0.66 2.11
Optimized 6 95.60 1.06 0.05 244.80 3.23 0.33 219.59 0.26 0.09 1650.79 0.58 1.31

16 Tradition 7 165.60 1.57 0.11 494.80 4.14 0.87 393.19 0.34 0.19 3413.59 0.71 3.40
Optimized 7 129.20 1 .10 0.07 350.40 3.57 0.56 279.59 0.27 0.12 1807.19 0.64 1.63

20 Tradition 7 239.60 1.62 0.17 631.60 4.76 1.22 547.19 0.35 0.28 3732.39 0.75 4.14
Optimized 7 193.60 1.10 0.11 488.80 4.93 0.88 467.59 0.32 0.21 3265.99 0.67 3.31

24 Tradition 8 266.80 1.62 0.18 767.60 4.60 1.59 534.39 0.38 0.29 4921.99 0.75 5.44
Optimized 7 248.80 1.26 0.16 605.19 4.46 1.20 510.79 0.35 0.26 3759.99 0.70 4.34

TABLE 3: Hash ECC overhead comparison. Area expressed in µm2, delay in nanosecond and power in milliwatts

Data
Code

Parity Area Optimization Delay Optimization

Bits Bits Encoder Decoder Encoder Decoder
Area Delay Power Area Delay Power Area Delay Power Area Delay Power

8 SEC 4 84.80 1.08 0.05 139.60 2.36 0.14 171.19 0.32 0.08 613.99 0.51 0.46
Proposed Code 5 75.20 1.03 0.04 153.20 2.37 0.16 229.59 0.27 0.09 767.99 0.52 0.55

12 SEC 5 127.20 1.10 0.08 205.20 2.74 0.21 273.59 0.32 0.13 1037.19 0.54 0.86
Proposed Code 5 132.40 1.61 0.09 210.00 2.45 0.26 293.99 0.34 0.15 979.19 0.59 0.75

16 SEC 5 180.80 1.28 0.12 273.60 3.34 0.31 453.59 0.34 0.23 1469.19 0.60 1.40
Proposed Code 5 178.40 1.62 0.12 282.00 3.07 0.38 439.59 0.38 0.24 1381.59 0.65 1.37

24 SEC 5 275.60 1.80 0.21 392.40 3.36 0.53 662.39 0.41 0.38 1972.79 0.66 1.92
Proposed Code 6 272.40 1.46 0.19 435.60 3.56 0.61 528.39 0.41 0.31 2003.99 0.71 2.20

32 SEC 6 369.59 1.48 0.27 536.80 3.89 0.71 857.59 0.41 0.48 2307.19 0.68 2.28
Proposed Code 6 376.00 1.71 0.28 583.60 4.00 0.95 888.39 0.44 0.52 2792.79 0.73 3.27

TABLE 4: Upper bits DAEC overhead comparison. Area expressed in µm2, delay in nanosecond and power in milliwatts

Fig. 14. SEC code with DAEC on upper bits for k = 12

Fig. 15. SEC code with DAEC on upper bits for k = 16

codes that do not detect or correct errors on parity bits
with traditional 3-bit burst codes. It can be observed that
the proposed codes achieve significant reductions in area,
power and delay in most cases. For example, for area
optimization the decoder area is reduced by at least 20%.
The savings for the encoders are lower but always above
5%. As the area of decoders is much larger than that of
encoders, the overall savings would be significant. Looking
into the delay optimization and focusing on the decoders
that are again the ones with larger values, it can be seen
that reductions of at least 9% are obtained. These benefits
in encoding and decoding circuitry are in addition to the
savings of parity bits discussed in the previous section. In
summary, the proposed tool has enabled a reduction in both
memory size and encoder and decoder complexity for this
first case study.

The results for the DAEC on upper bits are shown in
Table 4. In this case, the proposed codes are compared
to SEC only codes. Therefore, the proposed codes provide
a stronger error protection. From the results, it can be
seen that implementing DAEC on upper bits introduces
an overhead mostly for the decoder. For area optimization,
the penalty in decoder area is below 11% and for delay

Fig. 16. SEC code with DAEC on upper bits for k = 24

Fig. 17. SEC code with DAEC on upper bits for k = 32

optimization, the penalty in delay is below 9%. This shows
that the additional protection on the upper bits can be
achieved with a reasonable impact on decoding complexity.
Instead, going for a full DAEC on all bits would require a
larger overhead and in some cases additional parity bits.
This second case study shows how the tool can provide
codes targeted to the needs of specific applications.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, AEDT, a flexible tool to automate the design
of linear block codes for memory protection has been pre-
sented. The tool supports a generic definition of the error
patterns to detect and correct as well as the ranges of bits
to which each pattern applies. It also lets the user select
the placement of the parity bits and the execution time.
This flexibility enables the design of codes for most current
error patterns and also for those expected in the foreseeable
future.

To illustrate the applicability and benefits of the pro-
posed tool, two case studies have been considered: the
design of codes that are used as hash functions and of
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codes with additional protection in a few upper bits. In
the first case, the tool enables the designer to easily obtain
code matrices that reduce the memory overheads and the
encoding and decoding complexity compared to existing
codes not tailored to be used as hash functions. In the second
case, the designer can protect a few additional bits with
limited cost instead of having to use a traditional SEC code.

The proposed tool has been made publicly available so
that designers can benefit from it and also researchers can
extend or improve the tool. In particular, an interesting
addition to the tool would be the generation of HDL code
for the encoders and decoders so that the designers do not
only get the matrix but also a working implementation. This
indeed seems possible by using syndrome decoding. This
extension is left for future work.
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